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When I first talked about all the problems with postal voting two months ago, I said that the last thing we want to see is to change the voting rules so close to the election. However, this is exactly what is happening now across the country. And in almost every case, Democrats are struggling to get rid of simple, commonsense safeguards like requiring a signature witness, or demanding that a voter's signature on a mail in a ballot match their signature on a file. It's a really crazy effort to change the rules in the middle of the game. And the effort will still be strong, although we are less than three weeks before Election Day. Remember how
a postal vote should save the Republic? If it doesn't sit well with you or makes sense to you, you're not alone. Run the video below at the 2:04 mark and see what the reassurances Abrams shares. Do we have to adapt to the way we conduct our elections?! That's practically the motto of Democrats for 2020. Don't like the
results you get from regular old-fashioned elections? Let's just create new voting standards. I mean it's been on their to-do list forever anyway and COVID is a great opportunity to finally do it. So how does this adaptation to the new norms thing happen? Well, I'm glad I asked. Because this is the perfect time to welcome
you to the inaugural Chaoscar Awards, recognizing the achievements in the postal voting chaos. For example, the Chaoscar Every Vote Matters award is awarded to Lucerne County, Pennsylvania, where the FBI found nine discarded military ballots in a dumpster. U.S. Attorney David Fried's letter to the Lucerne County
Electoral Office states: The FBI has seized a number of documents relating to military ballots that were improperly opened by your campaign headquarters, and if the ballots had been removed and dropped... The FBI also found additional absentee ballots that were blank, so who knows where those ballots went. But
wait, Stacey Abrams told us that postal voting is safe and secure! Safe? Well, maybe not if you're in the army and sending a ballot to Lucerne County, Pennsylvania. It takes two Tango Chaoscar goes to Fairfax County, Virginia to send duplicate absentee cards to 1,400 voters. But don't worry, election officials are all
under control. They say only one of the ballots will be counted - unless you're a Democrat. Okay, they didn't actually say that, but they probably thought about it. Officials blamed the printer problem and said people should destroy their duplicate vote. Or, they could just send it to our next winner, Chaoscar - Texas
mayoral candidate zul Mohamed. He was arrested last week on charges of voter fraud after applying for 84 absentee cards and sending them to a box with P.O., which allegedly belongs to the home Nice try. Next, you don't have a chaoscar mail coming to Outagamie County, Wisconsin. Three mail trays, including
several absentee cards, were found in a ditch along the state highway. No one anything more? If you want to get rid of newsletters, why do you use dumpsters and ditches? New York wins Chaoscar's G.I. Schmo to send voters postal ballots marked for military use. That's right, New Yorkers who have never served in the
military have received a ballot that says: Official Military Ballot. Maybe there was to be a slash between words military and truancy, but voters are obviously confused and concerned they should go ahead and use the ballot, even if they're not in the military. More than 520,000 ballots have already been sent out, and the
New York Electoral Council does not know how many of them have a mistake. We're jumping into New Jersey for our next award - Dumpster Diver Chaoscar goes to the postman who was arrested for allegedly throwing 1,875 mail pieces - including 99 ballots - into a dumpster. Who was Stacey Abrams? I forgot... Next,
New York wins its second Chaoscar of the night - this is you had one job award for sending out 140,000 absentee ballots to Brooklyn voters with the wrong names and addresses. These voters have to fill out their ballot paper and put it in the official absentee envelope and then sign the outside of the envelope and send it
in. Many voters don't even have the right name on the ballot. And that's great - the New York Board of Elections says that the press error is responsible for bad ballots. Wow - really, print error? God, how did they always solve this mystery? One report on the matter said it was unclear how the city planned to treat voters
who had already sent their ballot papers back to the envelopes provided. It's a huge red flag, because it's exactly the kind of issue that will help fuel chaos and endless litigation across America after Election Day. Next, I see dead people voting Chaoscar goes to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts for their new
temporary rules allowing the votes of dead people to count. Until this year, Massachusetts allowed early voting to begin ten days before the election. If you voted early and died before Election Day, sorry, your vote won't count. But Massachusetts changed the rules this year because of the pandemic. Early voting now
begins 30 days before Election Day. And if you cast your vote in this early window and then blow the bucket before November 3, you can rest in full peace knowing that your vote will still count! America is a land of opportunity, even after you're dead. Our last Chaoscar Night Is So Crazy It Just Might Work special
achievement award that goes to Houston, Texas. It is for the alleged collection of ballots and voter fraud operation that -- if will prove to be true - dwarfs any electoral fraud we've seen anywhere so far this year. Two Two Investigators - one former FBI agent, another a former Houston police captain - have filed affidavits in
The Texas Supreme Court as part of a class action lawsuit against Harris County. This is a copy of the lawsuit, and I want to quote directly from it, so you understand that specific allegation: Licensed private investigators ... have been investigating voting cleaning in Harris County for months... The organization and
operation of the illegal harvesting program is used to commit fraud in the elections on November 3, 2020... According to the investigation, witnesses identified Harris County Commissioner Rodney Ellis... and Texas Sen. Borris Miles as the leading organization tasked with clearing ballots. Investigators also said witnesses
identified Houston businessman Gerald Womack and political consultant Dallas Jones as lieutenants working directly under Commissioner Ellis and Senator Miles. By the way, in September Dallas Jones was hired by Joe Biden's campaign as the political director of Texas. This is a copy of the testimony of one of the
private detectives, Mark Aguirre. He says: I have videotaped interviews of witnesses, testify to the above-mentioned people having groups of people completing thousands of absentee ballots and postal ballots, including filling out ballots for the deceased; illegal to enter nursing homes with the complicity of nursing home
staff, to fill and forge signatures of nursing home residents; register homeless persons to vote using the address of the combine, and then complete the voting and forge the signature of a homeless person. And that's from the testimony of a second private investigator. He says: One witness told me that Fellow
Commissioner Ellis Tyler James boasted that he could guarantee that an illegal postal ballot operation could collect 700,000 illegal ballots. Democrats have successfully created chaos, and now they're working overtime to change voting rules across the country, using friendly courts and judges to pass laws off the bench.
It's all about election insurance, tweaking state voting systems to make Joe Biden's path to victory easier, including - in many states - voter fraud. While Big Tech, Democrats and the media insist that postal voting is safe and secure, it is already derailing in many states and revealing the left-wing forces behind the
massive judicial war waged by Democrats to permanently change the way they vote. Source: It's just all old stories about who we are and how we grow. What you say to your children; stories that you have to tell your children, and we need to relearn. - Glenn Beck Error occurred while loading more items. Please try
again in a few minutes. Conservative Political Action Conference (CPAC) conservative carnival at which applicants, students and guys who dress up in colonial-era outfits. One perennial feature is a bookstore that sells fringe texts and conservative staples. For those looking for some spring break reading, here's a
selection of some of the most intriguing books available this year. Ablaze For God, Wesley L Duewel Photograph: Ben Jacobs/The GuardianA religious book that tries to teach people how they too can be on fire for God. It turns out that your personality is so imbued with the presence and beauty of the Lord that others
instinctively feel that God is with you! It's about Islam, Glenn Bexislam is the second largest religion in the world and radio host Glenn Beck owns a copy of George Washington's Don quixote so of course he's an expert on the subject. Beck makes it clear that there are moderate Muslims, though he writes that this sounds
excessively politically correct. His book focuses on the true origins of Islamic extremism, as well as the deadly theological motives of these institutions of destruction. If you are looking for a nice, relaxing beach read for the summer... it probably isn't. Rush Revere and the first Patriots, Rush LimbaughTer is no better way
to learn American history than through time travel Rush Limbaugh and a talking horse named Liberty. In this tale, teacher Rush Revere returns Freedom and a group of children on the eve of the American Revolution. They go on a series of adventures. The communist, Paul Kengor, may have less than a year left in the
White House, but it leaves plenty of time for conservatives to relish the conspiracy theory about him. Conspiracy theories on the right have grown around Davis's relationship with Obama because Davis was once a member of the Communist Party. The book asks: Does Obama work to fulfill Frank Marshall Davis's
dreams? It's unclear if Frank Marshall Davis's dreams included gridlocked Congress and government dysfunction today. Megan Carpentier is trying to bring Donald Trump back into the political spectrum of CPAC. The GuardianThe case against the Fed, Murray N Rothbard Rand Paul may be long out of the presidential
race, but you can still read libertarian economist Murray Rothbard's attack on the Federal Reserve. Rothbard, a close ally of Ron Paul, Rand's father, is a key intellectual influence on the political movement that was inspired by Ron Paul's 2008 presidential race. Even with a Republican primary dominated by Donald
Trump, arguably the least libertarian candidate in the field, Paulista's looking for nostalgia can still read about ending the Fed. Photograph: Ben Jacobs/The GuardianThe Art of the Deal, Donald J TrumpDonald Trump's second favorite book ever, after the Bible, the deal is his own guide to negotiating. It's unclear whether
that is particularly helpful for those Republicans who are still struggling to cope with trump being the likely GOP nominee. Or if it was rolled out at any time, from both sides when Trump declined to speak at CPAC on Saturday. Saturday.
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